Failure of High Pressure Turbine Blades (1/2)

JTSB Accident Report AI2020-3

Date of Occurrence: 2018. 5. 24 → Date of Publication: 2020. 7. 30
[Summary of the Serious Incident]
- A Boeing 767-300 had noise accompanied by vibration as well as reduced rpm of
No. 1 engine during the climb after the take-off from Kumamoto Airport. The
Aircraft therefore returned to the Airport.
- The post-flight inspection revealed that high-pressure and low-pressure
turbines of the engine （GE CF6-80C2B4F) were damaged in several stages and a
hole was generated in the engine casing.
- Besides, fragments of inner parts exhausted from the engine damaged windows
and roofs of buildings and windshield of vehicles on the ground.
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[Probable Causes]
- It is highly probable that this serious incident was caused by the fractured blade #13 on HPT (high pressure turbine) stage 2 of No. 1 engine
(left side), when the Aircraft was climbing, that damaged blades and stator vanes of aft stages, fragments of which collided with LPT (low
pressure turbine) casing and generated a hole (crack).
- It is highly probable that the fractured blade #13 was caused by cracks that were generated on TA (Turning Around (branching and turning
around of cooling air flowing inside blades)) area and progressed thereafter.
- It is somewhat likely that cracks generated on TA area were caused by hot corrosion swelling (blister) generated on the high-temperature
coating layer of the blades and low-cycle fatigue initiating from the cracks.
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[Analysis of Findings]
- The fractured surface of blade #13 had marks of fatigue initiating from the TA area.
- The cracks on the TA area of blade #13 were likely generated by fatigue initiating with the
damage generated on the coating layer because swelling (blister) caused by hot corrosion
and cracks were generated on the coating layer.
- The cracks generated likely on the coating layer of #13 blades, which progressed to the
base materials and finally led to fracture of the blade, were involved by complex factors of
increased cycles in service, steep rising shape of cooling air passage wall in the TA area (small
curvature radius of TA area) and the thick coating layer.
[Other Identified Safety Issue]
- Blade #13 on HPT stage 2 of JA8980 was manufactured under the same part number as
blade #58 on HPT stage 2 of JA767B that caused a serious incident occurred on December 1,
2005, and both of which had similar conditions in hot corrosion generated in the coating layer,
cracks and fracture.
- The investigation into the condition of TA area of the replaced 226 blades by cutting them
revealed that two blades had cracks that progressed from the coating layer to the base
materials.
[Safety Actions Needed in the Future]
- In the event that the turbine blades in the engine is damaged,
fragments are likely exhausted from exhaust nozzle and drop on the
ground resulting in damage to the ground as in the case of this serious
incident. Therefore, it is required that the same type of blades installed in
engine probably having cracks in base material be removed and replaced
with the new types of blades.
- The engine manufacturer is required to continuously gather
malfunction information from operators and maintenance companies,
investigate and analyze such information in order to identify blades with
possibly having cracks and recommend replacement of such blades with
these new types of blades.
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[Safety Actions etc.]
- The operator replaced all same type blades installed in
all other engines with the new type of blades.
- The engine manufacturer is set to monitor cycles in
use of the same type of blades and continuously verify
events confirmed in flight or in maintenance. In addition,
in order to replace blades with new models, the engine
manufacturer issued fleet highlights and provided defect
occurrence information including blade breakage and
previously issued technical reports (SB) and so on to
operators and maintenance companies.

Collision to Car Stop of Unmanned Train System (1/2) JTSB Accident Report RA2021-1
[Date of Occurrence]：June 1, 2019 → Date of Publication: 2021. 2. 18
[Location]：In the premises of Shin-Sugita Station, Seaside Line
[Summary of the Accident]
 At around 20:15 on June 1 (Sat), 2019, when the driverless train (5 car train set), from Shin-Sugita
Station bound for Namikichuo Station, was departing from Shin-Sugita Station, it proceeded in the
opposite direction to the original direction of travel, and it collided with the car stop at the end of the
line at the speed of 25km/h and stopped.
 17 of 25 passengers were injured in this accident. (12 passengers were seriously injured)
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[Probable Causes and Safety Actions]

〇この事故により乗客２５名中、１７名が負傷した（重傷１２名）。

< Probable Causes>
 In the equipment room of the first car, a vehicle component (end rail) came into contact with the
command line in the direction of travel, and the line was disconnected.
 Due to the disconnection of the line transmitting the direction of travel command；
1. Information in the previous inbound direction is maintained in the memory inside the motor
control device, and the train started in the opposite inbound direction.
2. The retraction detection function etc. did not work.
<Safety Actions Taken by Operator>
 Areas where electric wires and vehicle components may come into contact with each other have
been sufficiently separated or covered with protective materials.
 When the direction of travel of the train is unknown (e.g., when the command line that transmits the
direction of travel is broken), the motor control device has prevented the motor from running.
 The ATC on-board system's backward detection function allows the train to stop immediately when
the wheels turn, even when the direction of travel is unknown.
[Factors Behind the Accident]
In the vehicle design and manufacturing process, the operators, vehicle manufacturers, and equipment
manufacturers did not sufficiently confirm and coordinate their understanding of the design system, basic
concepts and specifications, and identify safety requirements prior to design. In addition, it is somewhat
likely that they did not aware of insufficient safety assurance against abnormal conditions such as
reversing due to insufficient verification of safety.
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In designing, manufacturing, and modifying trains for "automatic operation without a driver on board," it is considered that a
design system for system integration* should be established, and that conditions that could lead to dangerous events should be
extracted and evaluated without omission before design, and safety should be fully verified after design. Therefore, the Japan
Transport Safety Board requests the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism to take the following measures.

(*) The entire system, including ground equipment, should be viewed from a bird's-eye view, and based on the purpose, specifications, and features of each piece of equipment, the
vehicle should be configured with a high level of safety by assuming various situations in which malfunctions may occur, based on the unified understanding of all parties involved.
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[[[Recommendation to the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism]
The Railway Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism should thoroughly instruct railway operators and vehicle
manufacturers on the following matters.
 In the design process of manufacturing and modifying the system for “automatic operation without a driver on board", “check and
coordination of design system", “identification of safety requirements", "verification of safety" Each phase of is set up, and each phase is fully
implemented.

In the phase of “check and coordination of design system", a design system for implementing system integration is constructed, in which roles
and responsibilities are shared between companies, and the specifications or general specifications that each company standardizes for each
device check and coordinate the recognized specifications.
In the “identification of safety requirements" phase, systematic safety analysis is conducted according to the characteristics of the system so
that comprehensive safety can be confirmed for abnormal conditions that are expected to occur and organize the requirements for ensuring
safety.
In the “verification of safety" phase, the design results are verified, such as whether the entire system is sufficiently safe with respect to the
safety requirements identified above.

[Opinion to the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism]

The Railway Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism should consider the institutionalization of each matter
mentioned in the recommendation from the viewpoint of preventing the occurrence of potential causes of dangerous events in preparation for
the spread of autonomous driving systems in the future.

